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Leading Conversations
Friday at 10 AM Pacific

Tune in

December 16th 2016:Encore: The Essential Moment: Click!
Cheryl Esposito welcomes Carl Studna, world-renowned
photographer, teacher, and author of CLICK! Choosing Love…
One Frame at a Time. Carl’s intimate portraits of influential
people ranging from Paul McCartney to His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, are published and known worldwide. Why do photos
matter? Carl says they are a “split moment in time” that is
forever stilled. His work is to love the moment into being…with
patience, compassion, and a way of seeing that allows the
moment to reveal itself. People often tell him that they hate
having their photo taken – even celebrities whose photos ar
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Featured Guest
Carl Studna
Carl Studna, world-renowned photographer, teacher, and author of CLICK! Choosing
Love…One Frame at a Time. Carl’s intimate portraits of influential people ranging from
Paul McCartney to His Holiness the Dalai Lama, are published and known worldwide.
Why do photos matter? Carl says they are a “split moment in time” that is forever stilled.
His work is to love the moment into being…with patience, compassion, and a way of
seeing that allows the moment to reveal itself. People often tell him that they hate
having their photo taken – even celebrities whose photos are seen around the world.
Carl sees his role as helping them through the door of self-doubt, self-judgment and f
Read more
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